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a profound understanding both of the French and the
American viewpoint, Clemenceau would sometimes ask
him unofficially to explain to the Americans the French
attitude, while Wilson would ask him to do the same with
Clemenceau in regard to the American viewpoint.
VI
Such success as Paderewski was able to achieve during
the long negotiations in Paris was due to the very personal
way in which he was wont to approach music, politics or
life in general. His speeches, his relationship with other
politicians, his methods, all showed clearly that the human
element was the basis of his whole political career. Unlike
to most members of the Conference, political or legal scheming
was unknown to Paderewski, but his artistic adaptability
enabled him to identify himself with a problem that stirred
in him feelings of pity or indignation, justice or love. In
the ordinary meaning of the word he was not a good poli-
tician. Politics were for Paderewski not a profession built
up on the emotionalism of a fighter as they were for Clemen-
ceau, nor a moral doctrine as for Woodrow Wilson ; and,
above all, they were not a shifting game as for Lloyd George
and most of the members of the Conference. Paderewski
believed neither in changing one's fundamental opinions
nor in involving oneself in political intrigue. Politically
he was much too childlike to pursue such methods; he
still possessed the idealistic enthusiasm of the young poli-
tician who on first entering Parliament believes that he can
lift politics to a high moral plane, thus reforming the entire
political life of his country. Almost anyone else with
PaderewsH's idealistic outlook would have been a hopeless
failure ; but Paderewski, instead of trying to force elements
that were alien to his very nature, contented himself with
replacing them by his own individual power—the human
appeal. His artistic disposition and his personal connections
made possible the success of such a method. From another's

